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Mohamed Al Fatih The reason for this choice of title is that Muhammad has been a title of high importance
for the Arabians since the Islamic conquest of Damascus and after. This title was used by the caliphs of
Baghdad and the later Abbasid caliphs in the same name when Islam came to rule in Spain and in North
Africa, and became a title of high import in the regions of the former Roman Empire. A shah, a successor to
the caliph, was now called "Governor of the Two Countries" (Ar men lil-hayy and Islâm) or governor of the
provinces (wali), and was on a level with the caliph. A caliph could have two titles, "the emperor and the
lord" (Sultan ul-Muwahiddin) and "the lord and the victorious" (Sultan ul-Muizz). An emperor could have
one or two styles, but not more than that. All these official titles began to be used in the Arab Empire of
Spain after 718, but they had already been used in Syria under the Umayyads. The caliph Mu'awiya I
founded the Umayyad caliphs, and in Spain it was the princes of the Amílítuz clan that used the title of
caliph of the Arabs. The Abbasid caliphs, however, who were descended from the Amílítuz, used the title
caliph of the Arabs, which they also gave to the descendants of the Umayyads, and with them, the title of
caliph became a part of the Abu l-Hasan al-Mamun dynasty. A caliph could have more than one style. It was
the same with the title shah, which was called shah of the Arabs, shah of the Saba, and shah of the Two
Countries (Ar men lil-hayy and Islâm). The shah, a king of kings, could have one or two styles, but not more
than that, and could also have one or more titles of high importance, such as the most noble prince, mare-
amir and amir ul-huzam. The title sultan ul-Mu'azzam was given to the son of the caliph who was in charge
of the affairs of war. The last member of the dynasty to bear the title was the caliph al-
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